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Vector control of an asynchronous machine is traditionally accomplished by analogizing it to a separately excited DC machine. It
provides decoupled torque and fux control that is perpendicular to each other, ensuring that neither vector interferes with the
other. So, despite their close interconnection, torque and speed control are accomplished separately. Te rotor fux is aligned with
the direct axis of the synchronously rotating reference frame to achieve this.Te PI controllers are critical in achieving the variable
frequency drive (VFD) desired topology.Te system employs three types of controllers: fux, speed, and torque.Te fux controller
is easy to tune, but the speed and torque controllers are more difcult to tune because the speed controller's output is the torque
controller’s reference signal. Furthermore, there is no well-defned method for tuning the controllers in a vector control system.
However, perfect tuning is required for the machine’s better dynamic behavior. It is clear from the above analysis that system
identifcation is critical for tuning PI controllers. However, as an asynchronous machine, obtaining a decoupled system transfer
function is extremely difcult. To solve this problem, the proposed system combines a seven-level pulse width modulation (PWM)
inverter for vector control of a three-phase asynchronous nonstandard induction machine used in critical applications in nuclear
power plants with a sliding mode control technique that eliminates the complexity of PI tuning. A second-order sliding mode
controller could be used in the future to reduce the chattering and parameter variation efects. Tis controller can be enhanced
with fuzzy logic principles to make it more robust and reliable, allowing it to be used in future drive designs for high-rating motors
with critical applications.

1. Introduction

In many ways, the induction motor outperforms a separately
excited DCmotor in terms of performance, power-to-weight
ratio, high-speed capability, low starting cost, high de-
pendability, and robustness. Te DC motor with a converter
and a simple controller is the only option for most modern
and superior industrial applications. However, DC motor
face some unique challenges, such as commuting and
maintenance. Te DC motor has a few drawbacks, including
a low torque-to-weight ratio and a lower unit capacity. AC
motors, particularly induction motors, on the other hand,

because of their simple and rugged structure, high torque-to-
weight ratio, and reliability, are well suited to mechanical
drives. Control, however, is extremely difcult due to the
combined efect of fux and the torque component of the
current. Te scalar control only shows the extent of the
control variable’s variation. To regulate the speed of an
induction motor, a variable voltage, variable frequency
power source is required. Maintaining the same terminal
voltage to frequency proportion is critical in the v/f control
procedure. Te scalar control procedure has excellent
steady-state performance but poor transient performance
[1]. Voltage/frequency control keeps the stator fux linkage
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in a steady state by preventing fux and torque from
decoupling. As a result of the coupling efect, the drive’s
transient response is poor. By changing both components
independently, the induction motor can be considered a
separately excited DC motor [2, 3]. Te vector control is
accomplished by dividing the stator current into two or-
thogonal components: one is magnetizing current or the fux
component of current, which is towards the fux linkage, and
the other is the torque component of current, which is
perpendicular to the fux linkage.Te vector control or feld-
oriented control method can be divided into two types based
on the fux acquisition method: direct and indirect.

Implementing various types of feld-oriented control
requires a variety of techniques. Te majority of the
methodologies require an exact estimate of the position of
the rotor or speed. It necessitates the use of speed sensors
such as shaft-mounted tachogenerators or digital shaft en-
coders [4, 5].Te speed sensors raise the drive’s cost and size,
reduce system reliability, and necessitate extra care when
measuring noise. Te direct feld orientation method re-
quires the rotor fux magnitude which is measured by using
hall efect sensors or search coils. Te performance and
accuracy of the drive system are degraded by the hall efect
sensors. At slower speeds, assessing rotor fux by integrating
open-loop machine voltages is complicated. Indirect feld
orientation is straightforward and recommended. Its ef-
fectiveness is strongly dependent on accurate knowledge of
machine parameters.Te above issues have been the focus of
induction motor control research. Many studies have been
published on assessing rotor fux and speed from terminal
voltages and currents rather than taking measurements. Tis
removes the fux or speed sensor, allowing for sensor-free
control [5–7].

Te major problem with terminal quantity-based fux
observers is their machine parameter’s sensitivity, particu-
larly stator resistance and rotor resistance of the voltage
model fux observer and current model fux observer, re-
spectively. To overcome this issue, diferent control strate-
gies are attempted to enhance the estimation of rotor fux.
Some of them are discussed further [8, 9]. Te Kalman flter
algorithm as well as its modifcations are reliable observers
for both linear and nonlinear systems. A modifed Kalman
flter is used to estimate the speed of induction motor drives
which uses a vector controller. Unfortunately, this method
has a number of drawbacks, including high computational
demands and difcult design and tuning procedures. Te
rotor saliency method is used for determining the rotor
position and speed using the signal injection technique.
Stator terminals are injected with high-frequency signals.
Appropriate signal processing and fltering of the high-
frequency stator current detect the saliencies that are in-
duced in the stator model of the induction motor. Tese
techniques have been demonstrated to have the ability for a
range of speeds and parameter-insensitive sensorless con-
trol, particularly at low speeds.

Te inverter switching state is selected based on the fux
position and errors in fux and torque, which are obtained in
direct self-control (DTC). Fuzzy logic and artifcial neural
networks (ANN) have recently received a lot of attention to

address the issues of nonlinearity and uncertainty of system
parameters. Te essential features of neural networks are
their way to generate good models of nonlinear systems,
their decentralized and multithreaded structure, which
renders neural-based control methods quicker, their ease of
implementation by software or hardware, and their capacity
to learn and adapt to the practices of any real process. In the
infuence of environmental disturbances or when the IFO
drive system experiences defective decoupling due to rotor
time constant variations, fuzzy controllers have been shown
to enhance measurement accuracy [10–12]. Because fuzzy
logic and neural networks have better tracking properties
than traditional controllers, they are getting popular as
estimators and controllers for a wide range of industrial
applications.

Te vector control’s primary goal is to achieve decou-
pling. Desirable decoupling will not be achieved if the rotor
parameters in use in the decoupling control law do not track
their true values. Detuning of rotor variables due to a de-
crease in torque-producing abilities and magnetic saturation
occurredby overexcitation reduces the efciency of the
motor drive. Te dynamic control properties have also
deteriorated. It is possible to achieve decoupling by adjusting
parameters in real time, but it is a very difcult and complex
process. Various online tuning methods for mitigating the
severity of rotor variable variations have been reported. Te
rotor parameter detuning problem can be solved with a
robust control technique. Apart from the aforementioned
issue, induction motor drives have a number of other issues
that demand the use of a powerful control technique. Load
torque disruptions, parameter estimation in the model used
in controller design and analysis, and the necessity to track
complex paths rather than just step changes are all examples
of these [13, 14]. A robust control method is required in
these circumstances. One such method is sliding mode
control. A sliding mode controller is appropriate for a
specifc type of nonlinear system. In the existence of
modeling errors, parameter changes, and disruptions, this
can be used if the upper bounds of their actual values are
known. Certain plant uncertainties or the use of a simplifed
depiction of system dynamics can lead to inaccuracies in
modeling. Sliding mode controller design addresses the issue
of maintaining stability and performance in the existence of
modeling errors in a structured way [15, 16].

Te tracking control of motors and robot manipulators
with a wide range of mechanical loads is best suited to the
sliding mode control. Inductionmotors, known as actuators,
should obey complex paths which are indicated for ma-
nipulator movements. When compared to adaptive con-
trollers for parameter estimation, sliding mode controllers
have the advantage of being computationally simple and
robust to parameter variations. Te disadvantage of sliding
mode control is that it causes a large and abrupt change in
control variables during the process, putting the system
under a lot of stress. It also causes the system states to
chatter. Soto, Yeung, and Utkin implemented sliding mode
control to the induction motor drive. Control methods are
applied to an indirect vector-controlled induction machine
in a sliding mode for position and speed control. For
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induction motor drives, adaptive input-output linearizing
control with a sliding mode is addressed. Te sliding mode
controller is a great pick for dealing with that sort of problem
because the amplitude and speed of the motor fux are
controlled separately by sliding mode controllers with
variable switching gains in this case.

For the speed control of induction machines, traditional
control systems such as PI control have been used. Tradi-
tional PI controllers are characterized by a large overshoot
and a long settling time. To address these issues, sliding
mode control has been used to control electrical drive
systems. A sliding mode controller (SMC) is a nonlinear,
high-speed switching, feedback control strategy for con-
trolling nonlinear plants that is both efective and reliable.
Te SMC, on the other hand, is prone to chattering due to its
discontinuous switching control [17, 18]. In this article, a
sliding mode controller is meant to control the speed of an
induction motor inputted by a three-phase voltage source
multilevel inverter using the space vector pulse width
modulation. Te proposed method is validated by simula-
tion results. Due to the widespread usage of induction
motors in torque-controlled applications, such as electric
automobiles, high-precision torque estimation and control
of induction motor drives is a crucial study area [19–21].

Te chapter describes the modeling of the induction
motor, in section 3 the feld-oriented control is presented
followed by speed estimation is given in section 5. Section 6
discusses the design of the sliding mode controller, section 7
provides the simulation results, and the work is concluded in
section 8.

2. Modelling of the Induction Machine

Even though an induction motor’s construction is simple
because of its nonlinear characteristics and interdepen-
dent behavior in the state-space model, the speed control
is very complex compared to DC Motors. Modern con-
trollers for AC motor drives have been developed in re-
sponse to rapid updates and advancements in variable
frequency inverters, as well as the application of control
theory. Fitting numerical modeling of the motor to up-
grade the controller structure is part of the design. A
suitable three-phase induction motor model is required to
investigate the entire induction motor drive system. Te
presumption that is considered for modeling induction
motor is by disseminating the stator winding to produce
MMF sinusoidally in the air gap, equal mutual induc-
tances, and by ignoring voltage and current harmonics,
magnetic circuit saturation, hysteresis losses, eddy current
losses, and skin efects.

By rotating the reference frame’s d-axis and the sta-
tionary reference frame’s q-axis, the quantities are assumed
to be balanced. Te inverter’s output voltage is

V
∗
sd � Kp + Ki

1
s

  i
∗
sd − isd(  − ωeσLsi

∗
sq,

V
∗
sq � Kp + Ki

1
s

  i
∗
sq − isd  + ωeσLsi

∗
sd + ωe

Lm

Lr

φrd.

(1)

3. The Field Oriented Control

Te fux component (d-axis component) of the stator cur-
rent, ids, is aligned in the direction of rotor fux, and the
torque component of the stator current, iqs, is aligned in the
direction perpendicular to it to achieve feld orientation
along the rotor fux. Te slip frequency necessary to acquire
indirect feld orientation is given by

ωsl � ωe − Pωr � a5.
iqs

φdr

,

where

a5 �
RrLm

Lr

.

(2)

Decoupling of torque and fux is assured in feld-ori-
ented control, and it can be controlled. Te indirect feld
orientation control, however, is extremely parameter sen-
sitive owing to the existence of the rotor time constant (Rr/
Lr) in equation (23). Erratic parameter variations, external
load disturbances, and nonlinear dynamics all have a neg-
ative impact on the drive system’s control performance.

4. Estimation of Speed

It is better to avoid using a speed sensor because of its price,
size of the drive, reliability, and immunity to noise. So,
designing and implementing shaft sensorless adjustable
speed drive have become an emerging research topic. Te
speed data required in the presented control technique are
estimated using the algorithm described in this section. Te
speed of the motor is determined by the diference between
the slip speed and the synchronous speed. Stator fux
components are being used to estimate synchronous speed
because they have greater accuracy than rotor fux
components.

Te speed of the rotor is determined by synchronous
frequency or slip frequency. Te proposed speed estimation
scheme anticipates the synchronous frequency, and it is
assumed that the slip frequency is a command.

Figure 1(a) shows the components of the rotor fux
vector in the stationary reference frame, and from this, the
electrical angle of the rotor fux vector is given by

θφr � tan− 1φβr

φar

. (3)

Te instantaneous angular frequency is given by

ωe � _θφr �
φarφβr − φβrφar

φ2
ar + φ2

βr

. (4)

Figure 1(b) shows the components of the stator fux
vector in the stationary reference frame, and from this, the
electrical angle of the stator fux vector is given by

θφs � tan− 1 φβs

φas

 . (5)
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Te instantaneous angular frequency is given by the
derivative of this rotor fux angle, which is as follows:

ωe � _θφs �
φas _φβs − φβs _φas

φ2
as + φ2

βs

. (6)

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the speed estimation
method in conjunction with the sensorless speed control
scheme.

Te derivation helps to design modeling of the induction
motor using Matlab Simulink, and it is used for control
purposes. Te simulation-based models of induction motors
with PI control strategies are discussed. In the analytical
summary, the induction motor model is provided in an
arbitrary reference frame and analyzed in detail. Because
vector-controlled drives must be understood and designed
using a dynamic model of the machine under control, we
derive the conditions for achieving indirect vector control.
Te speed estimate algorithm is thoroughly explored to
deploy the sensorless technique in the current drive system.
A brief overview of the multilevel inverter and its type was
also discussed, as well as a brief explanation of the cascaded
H-bridge inverter and its switching patterns.

5. Design of the Sliding Mode Controller

Te derivations of sliding mode surface gain and relevant
control laws to determine the speed tracking property are
presented in this section. A variable sliding mode control
structure is primarily an adaptive nonlinear control that
provides stable performance in the face of parameter
changes and load torque disturbances. It can be used on
either a linear or nonlinear system. Te drive reaction is
forced to track or slide along a specifed trajectory or
benchmark model in sliding mode control, despite system
parameter variation and load disturbance, using a switching
control algorithm. Te control DSP identifes the actual
trajectory’s departure from the reference trajectory and
adjusts the switching strategy to restore tracking (Figure 3).

Te merits of sliding mode control are system functions
similar to a reduced-order system, which is adaptable to
parameter variations, implications, and abnormalities, and
the time required for convergence is confned. Te demerits
of sliding mode control are chattering at a high frequency.
Because of inertia, the actuator cannot always respond at
that speed, and due to irregular input, the structure’s cost is

considerable. Te design of sliding mode control is divided
into two stages.Te frst is the selection of stable hyperplanes
in the state/error space on which movement should be
governed, referred to as the switching function, and the
identifed sliding surface is then made appealing by using the
suitable control law design in the second step.

An induction motor’s mechanical equation is expressed
as

Jω∗m + Bωm + TL � Te. (7)

Here, J is the inertia constant, and B is the viscous
friction coefcient of the induction motor; TL is the external
load. ωm is the rotor mechanical speed in angular frequency,
which is proportional to the electrical speed of the rotor
ωm � 2πωp where p is the number of poles and Te is the
produced torque of an induction motor. Substituting (8) in
equation (34), the mechanical equation becomes

ω∗m + aωm + f � biqs, (8)

where

a �
B

J
,

b �
KT

J
,

f �
TL

J
.

(9)

Te mechanical equation with uncertainties is

ω∗m � − (a + Δa)ωm − (f + Δf) +(b + Δb)iqs, (10)

where Δa, Δb, and Δf indicate the uncertainties of the terms
a, b, and f, respectively, it should be emphasized that these
uncertainties are unknown, and thus determining the upper
bound with perfection is tough. Te tracking speed error is
given by

e(t) � ωm(t) − ω∗m(t). (11)

Here, ω∗m is the speed command of the rotor.
Taking the time derivative of the above equation

produced,

e
·
(t) � ω·

m − ω∗m � − ae(t) + u(t) + d(t). (12)

β

ψr

ψβr

θψr

ψαr α

(a)

β
ψs

ψβs

θψs

ψαs α

(b)

Figure 1: Phasor diagram for rotor and stator fux components.
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Here, the terms listed as follows have been gathered in
the signal u(t):

u(t) � biqs (t) − aω∗m(t) − f(t) − ω∗m(t). (13)

Te signal d (t) has been compiled with the uncertainty
terms

d(t) � − Δaωm(t) − Δf(t) + Δbiqs(t). (14)

To compensate for the system’s uncertainties, a sliding
adaptive control strategy is proposed. In sliding control
theory, the switching gain must be built in order to achieve
the sliding condition. An appropriate sliding gain needs to
be chosen to compensate for the uncertainties in order to
achieve this requirement. When choosing the sliding gain
vector, an upper bound of parameter fuctuations,
unmodeled dynamics, noise magnitudes, and other factors
should be known, but these bounds are typically unknown or
impossible to compute in practice. Setting the sliding gain to
a high enough value could be a solution, but this technique
could result in an extremely high control signal and con-
siderably more activity control is required to meet the
control aim. One technique to tackle this challenge is to
estimate the gain and update it with an adaptation law to
achieve the sliding condition.

Te sliding variable S(t) is defned with an integral
component as

S(t) � e(t) + 
t

0
(a + k)e(τ)dτ. (15)

Here, k is a constant gain and a is a previously defned
parameter in equation (36).

Te sliding surface S(t) � 0(5.10).

u(t) � − ke(t) − β(t)csgn(S). (16)

Here, β is the estimated switching gain, c is a positive
constant, S is the sliding variable defned in equation (42),
and sgn(s) is the signum function. Te switching gain β is
adjusted according to the updating law, which is as follows:
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β � c|S|β(0) � 0. (17)

Te error signal is compared to the constant value and
reference gain value. With the available value, the
comparative function is created and analyzed. As per the
theory, the obtained output is compared to the suitable
control law and set to zero. Te output is made to slide to
the determined and designed slide surface when the
condition is met.

Te simulation provides the simulation-based design of
sliding mode control to the induction motor with all sup-
porting gain values. To lessen chattering, a limit layer of
width θ is presented on both sides of the sliding line. As a
result, the control gain inside the limit layer is reduced,
resulting in a smooth control sign. Ten, the control law of
the equation i∗qs � − K.sgn(S) modifes to the following
equation:

i
∗
qs � − K.sgn

S

θ
 ,

where sat
S

θ
�

S

θ
if |S|≤ θ,

sgn(S) if |S|> θ.

(18)

To reduce this chattering, the sliding mode controller
with a boundary layer as given by the following equation is

i
∗
qs �

− G − λ _e + €ωr
∗

b
  − Ksat

S

θ
 . (19)

Te outline and application of a sliding mode controller
for induction motor control are shown. Te sliding mode
control hypothesis is quickly demonstrated, and the control
law is inferred. Te controller gain and bandwidth are
dictated by several facts such as load variations, diferent
rotor resistance, and so on. To lessen the chattering impact,
the control law is altered, and the job summary is so pre-
sented (Figure 4).

6. Simulation Results and Discussion

Te induction motor is a vertical, single-stage, top suction,
free surface pump of a nonstandard machine as perIS325;
the odd rating is to mitigate the torque requirement. Te
ratings of the motor are presented in Table 1.

Te motor is mainly used in the core cooling of the
nuclear plant, where the liquid sodium is used as a coolant,
and the motor is operated at diferent speeds which are
controlled by the drive mechanism. Te design calculation
for a 7-level cascaded H-Bridge inverter involves the de-
termination of Vdc and Idc. For the cascade bridge, a seven-
level inverter is given in (Figure 5.). Te line voltage and the
line current of the inverter are Vl = 3150V and Il = 804A,
respectively. From this, the phase voltage is derived as
Vp = 607V. Te Vdc = 1206V, which is 15% more than the
phase voltage, and Idc = 1206A, which is 15 percent more
than the phase current. Te sim module shows the ar-
rangement of the IGBT cascaded H- bridge 7-level inverter

design for the drive system. Each bridge has the value of
Vdc = 909.32V and Idc = 1206A.

Te single-phase seven-level inverter output is shown in
Figure 6, and the fltered output is shown in Figure 7; the
three-phase seven-level inverter output phase voltage fed to
an induction motor is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 9 depicts the stator currents in three phases,
while Figure 10 depicts the speed variation. Te speed rises
until it reaches 590 rpm. Te voltage and current are FFT-
analyzed, and the corresponding spectrums are shown in
Figures 11 and 12, respectively. Te magnitude of the
fundamental voltage for a seven-level inverter-fed induc-
tion motor drive is 234.4 Volts, as can be seen. Total
harmonic distortion is 3.51 percent, with a fundamental
current magnitude of 91.15 Amperes. Tere is a 1.01
percent total harmonic distortion.

Te THD generated by the seven-level inverter with the
drive is found to be minimal. Te simulation results for
voltage, current, speed, and spectrum are shown. Tis drive
system can be employed in industries that demand minimal
harmonic output from variable-speed drives. Te fux and
speed control subsystem is shown in Figure 13 where PI
tuning is used to control the speed.

Te subsystem provides the control logic for park and
clack transformation of the induction motor which provides
the theta of the motor (Figure 14).

Te inference of the waveform shows the presence of
high peak current during starting of the PI tuning method,
which is a main drawback in the system and is to be rectifed.
Te current waveform is shown in Figure 15.

Tis section uses simulation examples to investigate the
performance of the adaptive sliding-mode control in the
aspect of speed regulation. Figure 16 shows the rotor speed
tracking reference. Te rotor speed tracks the reference
(1500), where it provides smooth speed control.

Te Simulink describes the SMC control for the nominal
speed of the motor (Figure 17).

Te waveform shown in Figure 18 proves that the SMC is
robust irrespective of speed variation. When the reference is
changed to the nominal speed of the motor, the rotor speed
tracks it, which provides the elimination of high peak
current while starting and smooth control.

Te characteristics of the motor show that the time taken
for the SMC control is 56 minutes which, when compared
with existing system performance, the time taken is less,
which proves that speed is smoothly controlled and, in turn,
increases the entire system performance (Figure 19). Hence,
the high peak current problem is rectifed, and the objective
of work is satisfed. Figures 20(a), 20(b) and Figure 21 show
the HMI and SCADA screen of the VFD drive panel which
gives a detailed description of the system confguration and
status of the individual system implemented. Te abnor-
malities are identifed easily from the control center. Te
faculty areas can be separated from the live supply lines. Te
equipment protection is ensured by taking a quick decision
based on the parameters displayed in the panel.

Te snapshot provides the information of the drive
system in the common control panel (CCP), which shows
that themotor is in a running state (Figure 21).Te fgure is a
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e'

s = -θ

s = +θ
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Figure 4: Sliding mode principle with the boundary layer.

Table 1: Ratings of the induction motor.

Sl.No. Parameters Values
1. Voltage 415V
2. Star/delta Star
3. Pole 10
4. Rated current 40A
5. Nominal speed 590 rpm
6. Per phase stator resistance 0.0117Ω
7. Per phase rotor resistance 0.0234Ω
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Figure 5: Cascaded H-bridge of seven-level inverter fed induction motor drive.
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Figure 12: FFT analysis of current.
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Figure 16: Rotor speed tracking waveform.

Figure 17: Simulink for SMC control for nominal speed of the motor.
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complete pictorial representation of the system from supply
to drive. Te power fow at any instant can be visualized.

Te snapshot shown in Figure 22 provides information
about the voltage, power, and current values and also gives an

indication about the working of the drive system. Te func-
tioning of the drive is identifed from this screen.Te fault in the
cooling system, converter, controller, supply, and motor can be
observed clearly.
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Figure 18: Rotor speed tracking the reference (600) of the nominal speed of the motor.

Figure 19: Characteristics of the motor with PI and SMC.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 20: HMI screen of the VFD panel in the power plant.
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 . Conclusion

With progressive technology such as multilevel inverters,
problems such as high peak current during motor starting,
heating efect, and mismatch of the switching pattern of the
existing system were rectifed and improved. Te dynamic
performance of the induction motor drive with an indirect
vector controller has been improved with less settling time
and zero overshoot by implementing sliding mode control
which outperforms traditional PI control. Te resiliency of

the sliding mode control has been demonstrated during
sudden changes in load. Te proposed control technique
tracks the speed efectively though the load torque, and the
parameters are ambiguous. Te calculated speed contains
ripples due to the discrepancy between current and speed
sampling timings. However, the drive system’s speed re-
sponse is acceptable when the predicted speed is used in the
control technique. A 2nd order sliding mode controller could
be used in the future to reduce the chattering and parameter
variation efects. Tis controller can be enhanced with fuzzy

Figure 21: VFD running state screen conditions in the common control panel (CCP).

Figure 22: Drive output in SCADA.
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logic principles to make it more robust and reliable, allowing
it to be used in future drive designs for high-rating motors
with critical applications in upcoming power plant units.

Abbreviations

DTC: Direct self-control
ANN: Artifcial neural networks
SMC: Sliding mode controller
HMI: Human-machine interface
SCADA: Supervisory control and data acquisition
VFD: Variable frequency drive
CCP: Common control panel
THD: Total harmonic distortion
FFT: Fast fourier transform
PWM: Pulse width modulation
MLI: Multilevel inverter
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